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ABSTRACT 

The life of the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) pressure vessel is limited by a radiation- 

induced reduction in the material’s fracture toughness. Hydrostatic proof testing and 

probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses are being used to meet the intent of the ASME 

Code, while extending the life of the vessel well beyond its original design value. The most 

recent probabilistic evaluation is more precise and accounts for the effects of gamma as well 

as neutron radiation embrittlement. This analysis confirms the earlier estimates of a 

permissible vessel lifetime of at least 50 EFPY (1 00 MW). 

ii 
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HFIR VESSEL PROBABILISTIC FRACTURE-MECHANICS ANALYSIS 

1. Introduction 

The life of the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) pressure vessel is limited by a radiation- 

induced reduction in the material fracture toughness. The reduction in toughness increases 

the chances that a sharp, crack-like defect (flaw) will propagate through the vessel wall, 

resulting in vessel failure. With this in mind, the HFIR vessel was designed for 20 EFPY 

(1 00 MW).’ In November 1986, at which time the vessel had accumulated 17.5 EFPY (1 00 

MW), the vessel surveillance program’ revealed that the radiation-induced degradation rate 

was substantially greater than expected, and that criteria for “safe” operation had been 

violated.* A reevaluation of vessel integrity, using updated methods of analysis, indicated 

that the associated ASME Code requirements could not be satisfied for a desired life 

extension of 8.5 EFPY (1 00 MW). Thus, hydrostatic proof testing was resorted to as a means 

of satisfying the intent of the Code while extending the life of the vessel.2 

If the hydro-test conditions (pressure, temperature, and frequency) are selected properly, the 

vessel can, in principle, be used until it fails during a hydro test. Although not a safety issue, 

failure of the vessel during a hydro test is not desirable. Unfortunately, a successful test 

(nonfailure) does not reveal what the chances of failure are for the next test. The chances, 

however, can be estimated using probabilistic fracture-mechanics methods of analysis such 

as those developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory ( O N )  for the evaluation of the 

integrity of commercial pressurized water reactor (PWR) pressure  vessel^.^>^ 

Hydro-test conditions for the HFIR vessel are determined analytically by specifying that the 

potential for vessel failure during the hydro test must be at least equal to that for worst-case 

operating conditions [referred to herein as emergency/faulted (EE) conditions] .2,5,6,7 

Although the hydro-test conditions are determined with a deterministic analysis, the 

implication is that the calculated probability of failure during the hydro test must be at least 

equal to that for the E/F condition. Thus, once the hydro-test conditions are calculated, the 

‘20 effective-full-power years based on full power = 100 MW. 
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probability of vessel failure is calculated for both the hydro-test .and E/F conditions and 

compared. 

A successful hydro test provides assurance that the vessel will not fail during the time 

between hydro tests when subjected to the E/F condition. However, additional assurance is 

provided by comparing the calculated frequency of failure (frequency of event times 

conditional probability of failure) for the E/F condition with accepted criteria.6 This 

reinforces the need for calculating the probability of failure for the E/F as well as the hydro- 

test conditions. 

A probabilistic analysis performed in 1987 indicated that the desired 8.5 EFPY (100 MW) 
life extension beyond 17.5 EFPY (1 00 MW) could be achieved? In early 1994, an update 

of the analysisY5 using additional surveillance data, indicated a useful life well beyond 17.5 

+ 8.5 = 26.0 EFPY (100 MW), and by the latter part of 1994, after a need for life extension 

beyond 26 EFPY (100 MW) had been established, a 50 EFPY (100 MW) life time was 

estimated.6 By the early part of 1996, the effect of gammas on the distribution of radiation- 

induced degradation was considered, but this appeared to have little effect on the predicted 

life of the vessel.' At that point in the analysis, however, a considerable amount of 

interpolation and extrapolation of the probabilistic results was involved. To reduce the 

uncertainty, an updated probabilistic analysis was performed, and that analysis is the subject 

of this report. In summary, the results of the latest study indicate a somewhat lower 

calculated probability of failure than reported in the most recent previous study.' Thus, based 

on the criteria developed in Ref. 6 and applied in Ref. 7, the results of this study indicate that 

a total life of the HFIR vessel of at least 50 EFPY (100 MW) is feasible. 

2. Description of HFIR Vessel* 

As indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, the region of the vessel opposite the reactor core is cylindrical 

with a single axial seam weld and a diameter of - 8 ft. A circumferential weld that attaches 

the cylindrical region to a hemisphical bottom section is located about 9 in. below the bottom 

2 
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ORNL-OWG 87-4673 ET0  

296 

Fig. 1. Vertical cross section of HFIR pressure vessel, 

showing location of fuel 0 and beryllium reflector (R). 
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ORNL-OW0 87-AS71 E T 0  

/SEAM 'WELD 

Fig. 2. Horizontal cross section of HFIR pressure vessel and 
core at horizontal midplane of core. 
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end of the fuel. At an elevation corresponding to the horizontal midplane of the core, there 

are four nozzles that allow beam tubes to pass through the vessel wall. 

The shell material for the 8-ft-diam section and the hemispherical section is A212B, a low- 

alloy carbon steel. The single section of plate was roll-bond clad on the inner surface with 

304L stainless steel. After weld-assembly of all sections, the vessel was weld-deposit clad 

on the outer surface and on the inner-surface weld joints with 347 stainless steel. The four 

beam-tube nozzles were machined from forgings that were A10511 material for HB-1 and 

HB-4 and A350LF3 for HB-2 and HB-3. These forging materials are low-alloy carbon steels 

that have substantially greater initial fracture toughness than that for the shell material 

(A212B)? The nozzle exposed surfaces were also weld-deposit clad with 347 stainless steel. 

All the vessel assembly welds were subjected to a stress-relief heat treatment. However, 

considering the low pressure at which the HFIR vessel operates, relative to its initial design 

pressure, the remaining residual stresses were not negligible. 

3. Loads on Vessel 

As indicated in the “Introduction,” there are two extreme loading conditions that must be 

considered: emergency/faulted (ED) and hydro test. Any other credible loading condition 

is less severe and thus need not be included in the probabilistic analysis. 

. 

For the ED condition, the only significant load applied to the HFIR vessel is internal pressure 

that is applied by the primary system pressurizer pumps. It is possible that the present 

pressurizer pumps and associated controls could malfunction and result in a higher than 

normal pressure. However, the primary system is protected by rupture discs. A primary- 

system pressure equal to the burst pressure of the rupture discs is considered to be credible 
(estimated frequency = 7 x lo-’ y-’), but a higher pressure is not (estimated frequency = 7 x 

lo-’’ y-l)! Thus, the rupture-disc pressure specified for normal operation was considered to 

be the ED-condition pressure [p(E/F)]. The vessel temperature associated with the ED 

5 
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condition [T,(E/F)] was based on the minimum expected temperature of the secondary 

coolant in the cooling-tower basin.7 

The hydro-test pressure [p(HT)] is substantially greater than p(E/F) to accommodate 

degradation of the vessel between hydro tests? the hydro-test temperature [T,(HT)] is a 

convenient value! 

4. Critical Regions of Vessel 

4.1 Potential for propagation of flaws 

The critical regions of the vessel are those that contribute significantly to the calculated 

probability of vessel failure. As discussed in more detail in Refs. 2-6, the potential for 

propagation of flaws can be defined as K&, where K, is the stress intensity factor, and K,, 

is the material fracture toughness. These parameters can be further defined as follows:2 

KI = (xu)'n Ccpn , 
n (1) 

where 

a 

' Cn 

= flawdepth 
= flaw characterization factor for stress u,, 

a n  = type-n stress (membrane, bending, residual, thermal) 

A,B,C = constants 

Tv = temperature of vessel 

RTNDT~ = initial value of the reference nil-ductility temperature . 

M T N D T  = increase in RTmT due to radiation 

6 
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Ah?DTT = increase in the nil-ductility transition temperature 

The number of flaws in the vessel also affects the potential for failure, and the greater the 

surface area of the defined region the greater the number of flaws. 

The above parameters, in one form or another, are used in the probabilistic fracture- 

mechanics analysis to define critical regions of the vessel. Different regions may have 

different values of at least some of the parameters and thus have different potentials for 

propagation of flaws. Each of the parameters is discussed in hrther detail below with regard 

to their application in the HFIR study. 

4.2 Flaw characterization 

Flaws with the greatest potential for propagation are inner-surface flaws normal to the surface 

and to the direction of the maximum principal stresses, other things being equal. Thus, all 

flaws considered were of this type. 

The flaw shape considered for HFIR was semielliptical (Fig. 3) and the aspect ratio (surface 

lenwdepth) was 6, the value specified in the ASME Code for design purposes? Flaws with 

larger aspect ratios have a greater potential for propagating but a lower probability of 

existing. 

Because of the different orientations of the welds in the vessel, the flaws in different regions 

could also have different orientations. However, for the regions that contribute significantly 

to the probability of failure, only axial flaws are considered. 

The flaw characterization factor (c3 is not used as such in the HFIR probabilistic analysis 

because the K, values are effectively calculated using a finite-element approach, which 

models the flaw and associated stresses in detail. 

7 
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Fig. 3. Axially oriented, semielliptical, surface flaw 

used in HFIR fracture analysis. 
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For the type of flaw selected, the value of K,/K,, is a maximum at the deepest point of the 

flaw, and thus calculations were made for that location only. Furthermore, it was assumed 

that once propagation begins at the deepest point, the flaw will grow in surface length, 

allowing it to grow deeper and thus through the wall in a single event. There may be some 

conservatism involved in this assumption, but the mechanics are too complex to allow 

quantification. 

4.3 Stresses in vessel 

The stress in the shell region away from the nozzles and welds is simply the pressure-induced 

membrane stress (ad. Close to a nozzle the membrane stress varies some around the nozzle, 

and there is also a discontinuity bending stress (ab) that varies around the nozzle and through 

the wall. Welds around the nozzles are subjected to membrane stresses, bending stresses, and 

residual stresses (a,), the latter of which has a component transverse to the weld direction and 

one in the direction of the weld. The seam welds are subjected to membrane and residual 

stresses. 

Because of the difference in temperature between the primary-system coolant in the vessel 

outer region and the water in the reactor pool, there is also a thermal stress. However, this 

stress is relatively small and thus has been omitted from the study. 

Differential thermal expansion between the cladding (relatively high temperature and 

coefficient of thermal expansion) and the base material during cooling of the vessel from 

fabrication temperatures tends to result in high tensile stresses in the cladding and a relatively 

low compressive reaction stress in the base material. The effect of these stresses on the stress 

intensity factor associated with a flaw depends upon the depth of the flaw. The deeper the 

flaw the greater the effect of the stress in the base material and the less the effect of the stress 

in the cladding. “All” flaw depths are considered in the probabilistic analysis. Aside from 

flaw depth, if the potential for propagation of flaws is high, shallow flaws will result in most 

failures (more shallow than deep flaws and lower fracture toughness), and the high 

differential-expansion stress in the cladding will be influential. On the other hand, if the 

9 
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Parameter 

a@), ksi 

A,ksi 6 
B, ksi fi 
C, OF-' 

RTND,' "Fa 

M D q a  =olV, a 

"FEFPY(100 MW) 

MbWa =o),,, a 

"FEFPY( 100 MW) 

A(y), in-' 
A(n), in-' 

A, 

N, jlawsp2, 

potential is low, the flaw depths resulting in failure will be relatively large and the cladding 

effect relatively small. Preliminary calculations indicated that the critical flaw depths were 

large enough that the cladding effect resulted in a smaller stress intensity factor and thus a 

lower probability of failure. Because there is considerable uncertainty about the actual stress 

in the cladding (for instance, the stress may be less than assumed because of radiation stress- 

relief effects), and because the effect of cladding is to result in a lower calculated probability 

of failure, the cladding stresses and associated reaction stresses in the base material were not 

included in the final analysis. In this regard, the results tend to be conservative. 

probabilistic fracture-mechanics analysis 

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

p[16.8 + 4.24 p[16.8 + 4.24 16.0~ 

33.2 33.2 33.2 

20.73 20.73 20.73 

0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 

10 10 - 10 

(1-2 dw)] + 8.5 (1 -2 dw)] + 8.5 

3.6 2.1 3.1 

0.6 0.3 0.0 

0.66 0.66 0.66 

0.15 0.15 0.15 

1 .o 0.8 100 

7 x 10-3 7 x 10-3 7 x 10-3 

Stresses in critical areas of the HFIR vessel are given in Ref. 2 and Table 1 and are derived 

in Appendix A. 

"Mean value. bBest-estimate value. 
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4.4 The K,, curve 

The values of the constants A, B, and C in Eq. (2) correspond to the lower-bound K,, curve 

given in Ref. 9 and used in the ASME Code." In the probabilistic analysis, a mean curve is 

required, and it is obtained by multiplying Eq. (2) by 1.43 (Ref. 3). The same curve is 

appropriate for all defined regions of the vessel. Values of A, B, and C are given in Table 1. 

In Ref. 2, the probability of vessel failure was calculated using the above mean K,, curve and 

also a mean K,, curve equal to 1.25 times the K, curve given in Ref. 9 and used in the ASME 

Code for design purposes.8 The product 1.25 KlR is the mean of the dynamic-loading and 

crack-arrest data and thus is overly conservative for static crack initiation, which is the 

fracture mode of concern for HFIR. There is the possibility of low-toughness sites 

introducing dynamic effects, but these are believed to be accounted for in the distribution 

function for KIc. Thus, KIR has not been used in HFIR probabilistic evaluations other than 

Ref. 2. 

Other mean curves have been 

furthermore, they result in less conservative values of p(F/E). 
However, they are not generally accepted, and, 

4.5 

In the vessel shell regions, the value of RTNDTo is dependent on the orientation of the flaw 

relative to the rolling direction (L) and thickness direction (5') of the plate. An axial flaw in 

the vessel propagating through the wall corresponds to the notch in a CVN specimen with an 

LS orientation. Reference 2 contains a value of RTNDTo for the HFIR shell material for the 

LS orientation, and it is included in Table 1. A value for the nozzle welds is also included 

in Table 1. 

11 
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. 
4.6 ART,, 

Values of ARTNDT h le been determined fiom the HFIR 
1 

ressel surveillance program for the 

period of time between removal/testing of surveillance specimens. Based on these data, it 

was determined that the rates were essentially constant with Thus, in Eq. (Z), for the 

shell and weld materials, 

ARTNDT = ANDiT-t , 

where 

ANDZT = rate of increase ofND?T, 

t = operating time of vessel. 

(4) 

As discussed in Appendix C of Ref. 7, both gammas and neutrons contribute to AND'TT. 

Thus ANDTT at the inner surface of the vessel is divided into the two contributions to 

accommodate the different attenuation constants in the wall of the vessel. The value of 

ARTmT in Eq. (2) at the tip of the flaw is equal to the sum of the two contributions. That is, 

where 

. A  = attenuation constant 

Y,n = gamma and neutron contributions 

Values of ANbiT (a = 0) and A for gammas and neutrons are derived in Ref. 7 and are given 

in Table 1. 

12 
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4.7 Region area and flaw density 

The number of flaws in the vessel affects the potential for failure because the more numerous 

the flaws the greater the chance of a flaw characterized such that it will propagate. For a 

defined region, the number of flaws is equal to the flaw surface density (N) times the surface 

area of the region (A). Thus, the greater the surface area the greater the potential for failure. 

However, some, if not all, regions will have K, and K,, “surface” gradients. In these cases, 

a conservative approach is to use the maximum value of K,/K,, and a corresponding 

“appropriate” area. 

4.8 Region definition 

Obviously, some judgement is required in defining the regions to be included in the analysis. 

Three “regions” were defined for the HFIR analysis discussed herein. Region 1 includes 

high-stress areas around the HB-2 and HB-3 nozzles, with an axially oriented flaw located 

directly above the nozzle center in the nozzle weld, where the circumferential stress is a 

maximum. This location does not have the maximum reduction in fracture toughness, but, 

as indicated in Appendix A of Ref. 6, it has the greatest potential for propagation of a flaw. 

Region 1 also includes the nozzle comers, which at 50 EFPY(100 MW) have about the same 

potential for propagation of flaws as the nozzle welds, although at earlier times the potential 

is less! The nozzle comers are included by including their “areas” as part of the nozzle weld 

areas. Nozzle weld areas that include the nozzle comer areas are calculated in Ref. 7. 

However, a review of these calculations indicated that the areas should be increased some to 

account for the uncertainties. The increased values, which are included in Table 1, include 

an uncertainty factor of - 1.8. 

The area of the outer surface of the vessel is not included in the nozzle-weld area because the 

attenuation of H B ~  from the tip of a 1 .O-in. inner-surface flaw to the tip of a 1 .~-in. 

outer-surface flaw is a factor of two, which is equivalent to a factor of ten on P(F I E). 

13 
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Region 2 is similar to Region 1 but pertains to HB-1 and HB-4. Region 3 consists of the shell 

region away from the nozzles. The stresses and fluence in this region are less, but the area, 

and thus number of flaws, are much greater. These three regions are characterized in Table 

1, and the reasons for their selection are discussed in Appendix C of Ref. 7. 

For the preliminary calculations that included cladding, the cladding thickness was 0.125 

inches, and the differential-expansion stress in the cladding was estimated to be 50 ksi. 

5. 

5.1 

Brief Description of the Probabilistic Fracture-Mechanics Code FAVOR4 

Origin of FAVOR 

The computer program (code) FAVOR is an update of the OCA-P3 code, which was 

developed for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by ORNL in the early 1980's to 

address the PWR pressurized thermal shock (PTS) issue." FAVOR was also developed at 

ORNL for the NRC. Both codes have been used by ORNL to evaluate the integrity of the 

HFIR ves~el?*~.~*' FAVOR, however, is now the preferred code and was used for the study 

discussed in this report. 

5.2 Quality-assurance assessment 

Recently, FAVOR has undergone a formal quality-assurance assessment" in compliance with 

both ORNL and NRC requirements. Both codes have been used and reviewed by 

organizations other than ORNL, and NRC, and this further helps to validate and certify the 

codes. 

5.3 Basic features 

FAVOR performs both deterministic and probabilistic analyses. For the deterministic 

analysis, temperature, stress, stress intensity factor and fracture toughness are calculated as 

a function of time during an applied temperaturelpressure transient and also as a function of 

14 
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position in the wall, and this can be done, of course, for any and many times in the life of the 

vessel. The stress intensity values are compared to the fracture toughness to determine if the 

flaw experiences propagation (K, 2 Klc). 

Monte Carlo techniques are used to calculate the probability of failure. Many vessels are 

simulated by first simulating fracture-mechanics-related parameters to which the ratio KIKIc 
is sensitive. A deterministic calculation is performed for each of the simulated vessels to 

determine which ones fail. The conditional probability of failure [P(F I E)] is the number of 

failures divided by the number of vessels simulated. The probability is conditional in the 

sense that it pertains to a specific loading condition. 

When steep radial gradients in fracture toughness and/or stresses exist in the vessel wall, it 

is possible that after a flaw propagates some distance the flaw will arrest. FAVOR has the 

ability to account for arrest; however, the conditions for arrest do not exist in the HFIR 

vessel. Thus, in the HFIR analysis, only the onset of propagation (KI ;I K1J is checked for, 

and this condition is designated as failure. 

A vessel can be divided into regions that are characterized differently. This accommodates 

gradients in fluence and stress and differences in materials and propensity for the existence 

of flaws. 

5.4 Parameters simulated 

With the exception of flaw depth, the parameters simulated for HFIR are listed in Table 2 

with their standard deviations and truncation values. Normal distributions were assumed for 

these parameters. The standard deviations listed are recommended by the NRC for 

commercial PWRs when surveillance data are not a~ai1able.l~ 

The number of flaws in a specific region with depths in the range ha, about ai is3 

15 
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Parameter 

where 

Standard deviation" (a) Truncation 

A4 = flaw-depth density function prior to final preservice inspection 
= (fraction of flaws with depths in the range a + a + da)/da 

B ( 4  = probability of nondetection of flaws during final preservice 

inspection (detected flaws are repaired). 

"Distributions for RTNDTo, ARTNDT, and K,, are normal. 

In Ref. 7, it is concluded that there is no significant growth of flaws during the expected 

lifetime of the vessel, and thus a specific function for P(AuJ is appropriate for all times in the 

life of the vessel. The specific function suggested in Ref. 3 and included in FAVOR is 

P(Au,) = NAIhi4.06e -4.06a (0.005 + 0.995e -'.*")da (7) 

It is apparent from Eq. (7) that the number of flaws with depths in the range Au, decreases 

rapidly with increasing depth. For HFIR, flaw depth was truncated at 1.5 in. Details of the 

method for simulating flaw depth, using the above distribution, are discussed in Ref. 3, and 

the specific flaw depths (a,) used in the €FIR analysis are given in Appendix B. Once a flaw 

depth is selected, the number of flaws of that depth is obtained with Eq. (7). 

16 
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All of the parameters simulated are simulated separately for each of the vessel regions 

considered. For each region, the mean value of ARTmT at the inner surface is attenuated 

through the wall in accordance with Eq. (5). At each flaw depth (a), RTNDT is simulated 

assuming a normal distribution, a mean value of RTNDT, (mean) + ARTmT (mean), and 

The indicated method of calculating u(RT~T) was suggested in Ref. 14, and the justification 

for doing so is discussed in Ref. 15. Using the above simulated value of RTmT, a “mean” 

value of K,, is calculated using the mean K,, vs (T-RTmT) curve [Eq. (2) multiplied by 1.431. 

A simulated value of K,, is obtained assuming a normal distribution characterized by the 

mean value of K,, and the a@,,) value given in Table 2. 

Flaw density is the most uncertain of all the hcture-related parameters, but it is not simulated 

directly in the probabilistic analysis. As discussed in Refs. 6 and 11, a log-normal 
distribution with a relative mode (best estimate) of 1 .O, a standard deviation of 100, and 

truncated at 500 was considered reasonable. This distribution has a ratio of mean to best 
estimate of 45. This factor is applied to the best-estimate value of P(F I E) to obtain a rough 

estimate of the mean value, which is required for comparison with criteria that are discussed 

in Ref. 6. 

6. Cases Calculated 

As mentioned in Sect. 3, there are two loading conditions of particular interest: the hydro test 

and the emergency/faulted conditions. The specified hydro-test and E/F pressures may vary 

over the life of the vessel, and thus a range of pressures was considered in this study. The 

presently specified value of p o  is 900 psid, and the corresponding primary system rupture- 

disc rating is - 1100 psi, but in Ref. 7 a lower value of p o  is suggested (850 psid). Also, 

there are plans to reduce the maximum head of the pressurizer pump,’ and this may allow 

p(E/F), and thus p(HT), to be reduced. With this in mind, a range in pressure of 700-1 100 

17 
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Case 

1 

psid was specified for the hydro test, and for p(E/F) the range was 600-700 psid. The vessel 

temperature specified for the hydro test was 85"F, and that corresponding to the E/F 
condition was 80°F. The corresponding cases calculated are listed in Table 3. 

p ,  ksi T", "F 

0.600 80 

The remaining parameter to be specified for the calculations is the time in the life of the 

vessel (r). The times selected and the corresponding values of ARTmT at the inner surfaCe 

of each region are given in Table 4. 

2 

3 

4 

Table 3. HFIR probabilistic fracture-mechanics cases calculated. 

0.650 . 80 

0.700 80 

0.700 85 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9a 

0.800 85 

0.850 85 

0.900 85 

1.100 85 

0.900 85 

'Calculation that included cladding. 

Table 4. Times in the life of the HFIR vessel and corresponding values of ART, 
at the inner surface used in the probabilistic fracture-mechanics analysis. 

EFPY (100 MW) 

Weutron fluence negligible. 
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7. Results of Analysis 

Values of P(F I E) for the nine cases in Table 3 and the reactor operating times in Table 4 

are given in Table 5 and, for cases 1-8, are also presented graphically in Fig. 4. A 
comparison of cases 7 and 9 shows that inclusion of the cladding differential thermal 

expansion reduces P(F I E) somewhat. This result justified leaving the cladding out of the 

model for the other cases. 

Table 5. Calculated values of P(F I F) for the HFIR pressure vessel 

A comparison of the results from this study with the results of the most recent previous study6 

that did not include the effect of gammas on the space-wise distribution ofANb77%hows the 

latest values of P(F I E) to be essentially the same. In Ref. 7, an attempt was made to include 

the effect of gammas, and the result was a 40% increase in P(F [E) compared to the results 

in Ref. 6. Thus, the more precise evaluation in this study yielded values of P(F IE) that are 

about 30% less than those in the most recent previous study: which included an estimation 

of the gamma effect, even though the Region 1 and Region 2 areas in this study were greater 

by 82%. This reflects the conservatism associated with the extrapolations in Ref. 7. 
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Case 

number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10- 

10- 

10- 

10- 

Pressure Temperature 

psid "F 

600 80 

650 80 

700 80 

700 85 

800 85 

850 85 

900 85 

1100 85 

10- * '  I I 1 1 - -  
2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0  

Operating time, EFPY (100 MW) 

Fig. 4. Conditional probability of failure Ip(F I E)] of HFIR 
pressure vessel vs operating time. 
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Contrary to the results in Ref. 7, this study indicates that the shell region, with its much larger 

area and thus number of flaws but lower stress and ANfiZT, compared to the other two 

regions, contributes very little to P(F1E). This difference, also, is attributed to the 

extrapolations that were necessary in Ref. 7. 

Results of the analysis also show (Figs. 5 and 6) that the range of flaw depths resulting in 

most of the failures is such that truncation of the flaw-depth distribution function at 1.5 in. 

was reasonable because relatively few failures occur with flaws in the increment (AaJ having 

an average flaw depth equal to 1.5 in. 

Another result of interest is obtained by comparing P(F I E) values for the hydro test at time 

t(HT) and the E/F conditions at time t o  + At, where t o  and At are the time of the hydro 

test and the time between hydro tests. The former value of P(F I E) should be greater than the 

latter to provide further assurance that the vessel will not fail during the time between hydro 

tests. In Ref. 7, the proposed hydro-test conditions for vessel life extension beyond 26 
EFPY(100 MW) are p(HT) = 850 psi, T v o  = 85"F, and At = 3.0 EFPY(100 MW); the E/F 

conditions are p(E/F) = 679 psi and TV(E/F) = 80°F. For convenience, let At = 5 EFPY( 100 

MW) and p(E/F) = 700 psi, both values being conservatively large, as indicated above. From 

Table 5, using Cases 6 (HT) and 3 (E/F), t(HT) = 45, and t (E&) = 50 EFPY(100 MW), 

P(F I E)(HT) = 5.1 x 1 0-6 and P(F I E)(E/F) = 2.0 x 1 O-6. Thus, P(F I E)(HT) > P(F I E)(E/F) by 

a factor of - 2.5. This is an additional margin over that associated with the deterministic 

derivation of the hydro-test conditions and is the result of using, perhaps, excessively large 

uncertainty factors in the deterministic analysis. 

Frequencies of failure [@(F)] can be estimated for the hydro-test (HT) and emergency/faulted 

(EF) loading conditions using values of P(F I E) fiom Table 5 or Fig. 4, fiequencies of events 

[@(E)] from Refs. 6 and 7, and the relation6 
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- z 
rc 
0 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

EFPY = 25 
EFPY = 55 

7 7 r 7 7 - 
0.458 0.671. 0.904 1.155 1.437 1 .5  

Fiaw Depth (inches) 

Fig. 5. Histogram of percent failures vs average flaw depth for Case 7. 
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60 

50 

Load Case 1 (P=0.6 ksi, T= 80 F) 

EFPY=25 
EFPY =55 

0 
0 , 6 7 1  0.904 1 , 1 5 8  1 . 4 3 7  

Flaw Depth (inches) 
- 

1 . 5  

Fig. 6. Histogram of percent failures vs average flaw depth for Case 1. 
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The largest value of P(F I E) (HT) corresponds to the time of the last hydro test, which occurs 

at 50 EFPY(100 MW) -At, where, as indicated above, At = 3 EFPY(100 MW). Thus, t(HT) 

= 47 EFPY(l00 MW), P(FIE) @IT) = 5.9 x ~ O - ~ ,  @(E) = 0.333/EFPY(100 MW), and 

@(fl (q = 0.333' x 5.9 ~ 1 0 - ~  = 2.0 x 10-6/EFPY(IO0 MW) . 

The largest value of P(F I E) (E/F) corresponds to the end of the life-extension period; thus, 

t(E/F) = 50 EFPY(l00 MW). From Ref. 6, @(E) = 10-2/EFPY(100 MW), and from Table 5 ,  

P(F I E) (ELF) = 2.0 x lop6. Using Eq. (9), 

@(fl (E/ f l  = 10-2 x 2.0 x 10-6 = 2.0 x 10-8/EFPY(loO Mw) . 

The above values of P(F I E) and thus @(F) are best-estimate values. As discussed in Ref. 6, 
the mean value of the frequency of failure [@(F)] is required for comparison with the ' 

tentatively specified limiting values, and the mean value of P(F I E) is obtained by multiplying 

the best-estimate value by the ratio mean flaw density/best-estimate flaw density. The value 

of this ratio for HFIR is 45.'j Thus, 

$(fl (q = 2.0 x io-6 x 45 = 9.0 x ~O-~/EFPY(~OO ~ w )  , 

@(F) (HF) = 2.0 x io-8 x 45 = 9.0 x ~O-~IEFPY(~OOM~)  
- 

The maximum permissible values tentatively specified in Ref. 6 are 
- @(F) (HT, MP) = 1 x ~O-~~EFPY(~OOMW) 
- @(F) (EF,  MP)  = 5 x 10-6/EFPY(looMw) . 

Thus, the criteria are satisfied. 
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8. Discussion and Conclusions 

In Refs. 6 and 7, it is concluded that the life of the HFIR vessel can be extended to 

SO.EFPY( 100 MW). This study confirms that conclusion because the values of P(F I E) and 

&F) calculated in this study are less than those calculated in Ref. 7. 

The derivation of the hydro-test conditions is based on a deterministic analysis that requires 

the potential for vessel failure during the hydro test to be at least equal to that for worst-case 

normal operating (E/F) conditions during the time between hydro tests. This implies that 

P(F I E) for hydro-test conditions must be at least equal to that for the E/F conditions during 

the time between hydro tests. This criterion is satisfied because the results of this study 

indicate that P(F I E)(HT) 3 P(F I E)(E/F), where the E/F condition is taken at time t(HT) + 
At. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF STRESSES IN REGIONS OF VESSEL DEFINED FOR 

PROBABILISTIC FRACTURE-MECHANICS ANALYSIS 

Regions 1 and 2 (Nozzle Welds above HB-2 and HB-3) 

Stresses for Regions 1 and 2 include membrane and bending stresses, due to internal pressure, 

and residual stresses. It is assumed that the residual stress is uniform through the wall (a 

conservative assumption), and that the bending stress varies linearly through the wall. Thus, 

the total circumferential stress as a function of position through the wall is 

where 

UT = total stress in nozzle weld 

QUI = pressure-induced membrane stress 
= pressure-induced bending stress at inner surface of vessel wall 

or = residual stress in weld 

P = primary-system pressure 

a = radial position in wall 

0 = wall thickness 

FromRef. 2, [ :] = 16.8 , [ $) = 4.24 , a, = 8.5 hi 
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Thus, 

oT = p[16.8 + 4.24 (1 - 2 ~ h ) ]  + 8.5 

Region 3 (Shell away from Nozzles) 

The only stress is the pressure-induced membrane stress, which is 
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a, (in.) A; 

0.0850 0.69 122 

0.2630 0.22307 

APPENDIX B 

&Ai 

0.69122 

0.91428 

FLAW-DEPTH INCREMENTS USED IN FLAW-DEPTH 

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION [(EQ. (7)] 

_ _ _ _ _ ~  

0.4577 

0.6707 

0.9036 

1.1585 

1.4373 

1 SO00 

The average flaw depth (a,) used in the flaw-depth distribution function [Eq. (7)] was 

truncated at 1.5 in. Eight values of a,, including 1.5 in., were specified. These values are 

given in Table B. 1 .  The relative number of flaws in each increment Aa,, consistent with Eq. 

(7), and the cumulative values are also included in Table B. 1 .  

0.06446 0.97874 

0.01656 0.99530 

0.00377 0.99907 

0.00076 0.99983 

0.000 14 0.99997 

0.00003 1 .ooooo 

‘Ai = Ih ,Ja)  B(a)du/ w J a )  B(a)da L 
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